StreetEagle® LiveCam Multiple Cameras

A comprehensive, multi-view video capture solution with dual-facing dashcam and multiple auxiliary camera options

For operations with vehicle activities that require multiple views for performance monitoring and protection, StreetEagle LiveCam offers a multi-camera solution. Powered by Rosco® high definition dash and auxiliary cameras, this configuration is ideal for fleets that need to capture video both inside and outside of the vehicle.

All of our LiveCam services provide a live feed or historical video (optional audio) clips of any driver in action, which can be used for driver coaching, insurance claims, legal disputes, driver safety training and much more. But many applications need more than a road-facing solution – so with this option, you can view activity on the sides and rear of the vehicle (important for some operations), and also keep an eye on cargo or work being done within the interior. You get complete visibility from up to five (5) cameras.

The best camera solution if you are looking for:

- High-definition live streaming video (and audio if necessary)
- Dual-facing cameras to monitor the road and the driver simultaneously
- Exterior cameras for side and rear view of vehicles
- Additional interior cameras to monitor valuable cargo
- Back-up cameras with dash-mounted monitors
- High capacity DVR

Protection inside and outside the vehicle

The LiveCam Multiple Camera option is a comprehensive and expandable video capture solution. Visibility extends to both the interior and exterior of the vehicle, depending on the configuration you need:

**LiveCam for Commercial Trucks**

1. Road-facing
2. Driver-facing
3. Side cameras
4. Rear view

**LiveCam for Ambulances**

1. Road-facing
2. Driver-facing
3. Interior dome
4. Rear view
LiveCam Auxiliary Cameras

The LiveCam Multiple Camera option comes with a variety of auxiliary cameras capable of recording video from various vantage points both within and outside of your vehicles, beyond the cab itself. Besides functioning as “extra eyes” for parts of the vehicle that need additional security, these cameras can also provide proof of service, liability protection and necessary views to evaluate work performance and uncover opportunities for coaching.

**StreetEagle Interior Dome Camera**  
*Model No.: SE-STSC118*

The interior dome camera is easy to mount inside most commercial vehicles and is a perfect solution to keep an eye on cargo or record work that is being done (such as inside of ambulances). The camera provides (optional) audio, 960H high resolution images and uses LED’s to improve visibility in low-light environments.

**StreetEagle Look Down Camera**  
*Model No.: SE-STSC141*

The brilliant color and images from the Sony LCD lens, along with 18 infrared LED’s for night vision, make this a truly dependable rear-view camera. The camera lens provides a 120° field of vision – and as with all StreetEagle auxiliary cameras, this one is easy to install on most commercial vehicles.

**StreetEagle Side View Cameras: Left and Right**  
*Model Nos.: SE-STSC167 (L)/SE-STSC168 (R)*

These heavy duty, HD-quality side cameras are the perfect complement to StreetEagle’s windshield-mounted dual vision camera. They provide more video angles for your vehicles so that you can more easily capture activity along the sides. They’re also equipped with night vision with 12 LED’s providing a 50-foot viewing range.

**StreetEagle Backup Camera Kit with 7” Display**  
*Model No.: SE-STSK7965*

The 7” full-color LCD monitor included with this rear-mounted backup camera system provides a clear, ultra-sharp display in day or night conditions. The heavy-duty weatherproof camera gives a 120° wide-angle view behind the vehicle or in the driver’s personal danger zone. 18 infrared LED’s illuminate the camera’s view for superior night vision. Kit includes the backup camera, 7” monitor, distribution harness for power and video, and a heavy-duty 65’ extension cable with weatherproof twist-lock connectors.

For additional information about these auxiliary cameras or any other StreetEagle LiveCam solution, contact us at **301.866.1990** or **sales@insightmobiledata.com**